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The essence of the relationship of subordination:
a) subordinating the truth of the judgment follows the truth of his judgment, but the truth of the 
subordinate's judgment does not imply the truth of the subject judgment, it can be both true and 
false. For example, if the judgment "All witnesses in the Ivanenko case gave truthful testimony" (A)
is true, it means that the judgment subordinate to it "Some witnesses in the Ivanenko case gave 
truthful testimony" (I) is true. But if the true judgment is "Some witnesses in the case of Ivanenko 
gave true testimony" (And), it does not mean that the true pidporyadkovuyu part of the judgment 
"all witnesses in the case of Petrenko gave true testimony" (And).
(b) the falsity of the subordinate judgment does not necessarily imply the falsity of the subordinate: 
it can be either false or true. But from the falsity of the subordinate judgment necessarily follows 
the falsity of the corresponding subordinate judgment. For example, if the judgment "any contract is
remunerative" (A) is false, it does not mean that the judgment "Some contracts vidplatni" (I) is 
indisputably false in this case it is true. But if the subordinate judgment " some crimes are not 
socially dangerous "is false, then the subordinate judgment" no crime is socially dangerous " (E) is 
necessarily false – paper writing help online.
4. Pcprotect relationship exists between propositions i And O. This relation is characterized by such 
features:
(a) False judgments cannot be simultaneously false: if one of them is false, the other is necessarily 
true.
(b) both propositions may be true at the same time. For example, the falsity of the proposition " 
Some metals do not conduct electricity "(O) means the truth of the proposition "Some metals 
conduct electricity". At the same time, both the judgment and the judgment About can be 
simultaneously true. For example: "Some metals drown in water" (and) and "Some metals do not 
drown in water" (O).
In addition to the considered types of relations between judgments, there are the same equivalence 
relations (equivalence) - https://www.livepaperhelp.com/buy-term-paper.html .
An equivalence relation is a relation between propositions where, if one proposition is true, the 
second is also true, and if one of the propositions is false, the second is also incorrect. A judgment 
of equivalence if they are either simultaneously true or simultaneously false. If two propositions are 
in relation to equivalence, it cannot be that one of them is true and the other false.
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